AT CHINA EDUCATION

The introduction of The University
of Science and Technology Beijing
The University of Science and Technology
Beijing (USTB) was founded in 1952
following the amalgamation of the best
departments in related fields of five eminent
universities as a result of a nationwide
reorganization of the higher education system.
Over half a century of remarkable growth, it
has developed into one of the most influential
key national universities sponsored by the
Chinese Ministry of Education. USTB is
renowned for its study of metallurgy and
materials science. Its main focus is on
engineering;at the same time it maintains a
balanced programme of science, management,
humanities, economics and law. It was one of
the first universities to be entitled to establish
state-approved graduate schools and was
chosen to be part of China's "211 Project",
which is designed to develop a hundred first
rate universities in the 21st century. In 2006
it was also selected as one of a select group
of pilot universities for the "Platform for

National Advanced Disciplines Innovation"
program. USTB values greatly and will for
ever cherish its long tradition of being
"Rigorous in Learning and Research and
Venerating Practice". Over 100,000 graduates
are contributing to society all over the world;
most of them have become professionals and
joined our national elites in the field of
politics, economics, science and education.
As metallurgy and materials science are the
two disciplines for which it is most renowned,
USTB is also known as "the cradle of iron
and steel engineers" .USTB is now working
hard towards its goal of becoming one of the
top-ranking research universities in China
and an internationally renowned higher
education institute with its own
distinguishing features. While retaining its
current leading position in metallurgy and
materials sciences, it is making great efforts
to develop other areas and to achieve a
balanced disciplinary structure in engineering
andtechnology,science,management,economi
cs, social sciences, humanities and the law.

The prospectus of course
Chinese short course introduction
USTB is offering the most excellent Chinese
language training course for overseas students to
savour the elegance of Chinese culture and this
featured course is far more than the language
classes. The Chinese short course at USTB is a
marvellous showcase of kaleidoscopic refined
Chinese culture to help the deeper insight into its
forever grace.

The course structure and cultureexperiencing tour in Beijing
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1 Language Class (4 weeks)
Class hours: 8:00 to 11:35 (Mon-Fri)
Intensive Chinese language training to improve the
speaking and listening comprehension in excellent
class environment. The class will trigger off the
students great interest in achieving communication
ability by active interaction with Chinese native
speakers in vast variety of contexts. The students
will be allocated to different classes at different
levels by their own language ability after test. The
certificate will be issued to qualified students at the
end of the course.

2 culture-experiencing class
Every afternoon along the course, the students will
be given the intuitive experiencing over
multifaceted traditional Chinese culture including
ancient garments, tea ritual, calligraphy,
paper-clipping as well as Chinese Knot.

The USTB will provide the packaged tour at three
week ends during the course including Great Wall,
Forbidden Palace, Summer Palace as well as Nan
Luo Gu Lane.

The requirement for enrollment
1 the age of applicants must be between 16-60.
2 The minimum enrollment for each class is 15

The tuition fee and dorm
1 the tuition fee : 3350 RMB (4 weeks)
course including language class,
culture-experiencing class and city tour
package (lunch and gate tickets in the guided tour is
included)
2 the dorm : 1680 RMB
3 application fee : 300 RMB

3 featured city tour
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